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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0386344A1] A lifting carriage which is guided in a vertically movable manner on a lifting frame of a lift truck consists of a lifting-carriage
body and a load carrier which has at least one load-carrier part projecting essentially at right angles. The load-carrier part is pivotably mounted
about at least one axis arranged in the top part of the lifting carriage and directed parallel to the travelling surface of the lift truck. At least one
cylinder-piston arrangement (23, 24) which is directed perpendicularly to the plane of the lifting-carriage body and whose cylinder is mounted in the
lifting-carriage body is provided for the pivoting movement. The load carrier is laterally displaceable on the axis relative to the lifting-carriage body
by means of a transversely directed sliding cylinder. A pressure plate (27) arranged so as to be at least laterally movable and having receptacles for
piston-rod heads is provided on the bottom part of the laterally displaceable load carrier for the engagement of the extended piston rod of the at least
one cylinder-piston arrangement (23, 24). Due to this lateral mobility, the orientation of the engagement points of the piston-rod heads at the laterally
movable load carrier is maintained even during its lateral movement. <IMAGE>
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